INTRODUCrION
Ecological applications of multivariate statistics have expanded tremendously in the last 20 yr (see Gauch 1982) . This increase can be attributed to two characteristics that render multivariate methods particularly useful for ecologists: (1) the ability to simplify large data sets with little loss of information, and (2) the capacity to identify and mathematically assess intercorrelations among the variables of interest. Although insightful when used properly, multivariate techniques are not a statistical panacea for ecologists. In fact, many commonly used graphical methods (i.e., principal components analysis, factor analysis, ordination techniques) are not statistical tests, sensu stricto, in that an hypothesis is not being tested against a statistical distribution. Consequently, interpretation of results produced by these analyses contains an element of sub- Rexstad et al. 1988) . In this paper, we evaluate techniques designed to determine quantitatively whether or not an axis should be interpreted in an ecological application of principal components analysis (PCA).
THE PROBLEM
Our analysis focuses on the use of PCA to quantify patterns of covarying species abundances within communities (see Herbold 1984 ). This approach is relevant to the more general question of temporal stability of assemblage structure (Grossman et al. , 1985 . To employ PCA in this manner, one constructs an m x n data matrix where m represents species and n represents samples taken over time or space. To avoid singularity of the estimated covariance and correlation matrices: m < n. Using an eigenvector solution, the analysis produces m principal components; the first component explains the maximum amount of variance in the data set along a single axis, and all subsequent components iteratively explain the maximum amount of variance remaining. An additional constraint is placed on components extracted after component one; subsequent components must be orthogonal to all previously extracted components. Hence the sample covariance between any two components is zero. The analysis also yields a vector of coefficients representing the sample correlations between the original variables (i.e., species) and each component. These vectors are typically called the component or factor loadings. For a mathematically rigorous treatment of PCA see Morrison (1976) and Seber (1984) .
To interpret the results of a PCA, one commonly examines the graphical relationships of species on components, and their respective loadings. Recall, however, that no statistical hypothesis is being tested in this analysis. Thus, a PCA of two m x n data sets, one with biological structure and one random, will produce m components with m component loading vectors, regardless of the type of data set being examined. How, then, does an investigator identify components that elucidate ecologically meaningful, rather than random, structure in the data set?
A common approach to this dilemma, when the correlation matrix is used, is to examine the eigenvalues of each component and only interpret components having an eigenvalue > 1.0. An eigenvalue of this magnitude indicates that the component explains a greater proportion of the variance in the data than can be explained by any individual variable (Pimentel 1979 ). Unfortunately, this technique is not statistically sound, because components from randomly generated assemblage structure data sets also typically have eigenvalues > 1.0 (G. D. Grossman, personal observation).
Concerning the covariance matrix, a more precise test for component selection is Bartlett's Sphericity Test (Lawley 1956 , Pimentel 1979 Although the purpose of this article is to exhibit the performance of the eigenvalue tests with respect to the Type I error rate (which, in the cases simulated, tests that one or more of the eigenvalues are unequal to the remainder), a discussion of the differences between the It is worth noting that the degrees of freedom given above match those for H. and the covariance matrix. This is not coincidence. As with the covariance matrix case, the implication here is that the relationship between the p observed random variables can be described by a single component plus possibly unequivariable noise. (It should be noted, however, that the situation concerning the covariance matrix does not necessarily imply equal correlations. Hence, there remains a subtle difference between the two cases.)
Although previous studies have shown that the power of Bartlett's test is high when the assumption of multivariate normality is met (Knapp and Swoyer 1967, Tobias and Carlson 1969), neither of these investigations included ecological data. Consequently, we evaluated the ability of Bartlett's Sphericity Test to distinguish between field-collected and random data sets using simulation techniques.
METHODS
Seven species x time data sets and one species x sites data set were arbitrarily selected from the ecological literature for our analysis. Taxa examined includ- In effect, the simulated data vectors were such that the elements of the vectors had the same mean and variance and were independent. Mean abundances and variances for all simulated data sets were 100 and 1000, respectively. We replicated each data set 1000 times and then conducted PCA's on both the correlation and covariance matrices of these data sets. The eigenvalue tests were then used to extract components with significant eigenvalues.
To investigate the effects of replication and variance on the eigenvalue tests, we created random data sets by assigning abundance values to six species for 7, 9, 12, and 18 sample periods. The natural logarithms of abundance values were randomly chosen from normal distributions using SAS/IML (SAS Institute 1985), and had original means of 100, with original variances of 500, 1000, 10 000, or 100 000. This produced data sets with coefficients of variation of 0.22, 0.32, 1.00, and 3.16. One thousand data sets were examined for each of the four levels of replication and four coefficient of variation levels. We then performed PCA's on the covariance and correlation matrices of each data set and tested for significant eigenvalues using the eigenvalue tests.
RESULTS
If the eigenvalue tests perform adequately for simulated assemblage structure data, then they should detect one or more significant eigenvalues in approximately 50 of the 1000 data sets (a = .05). Then, with the significance level of this test set at 5%, the number of observed successes that would not lead to rejection of Ho is between 37 and 63. We were below the upper bound for the correlation matrices of only one of eight data sets (Table 2 ). The test failed for data sets that had the ratios of samples to species of <2 (Tables 1  and 2 ). When alpha was decreased to .01, the eigenvalue tests functioned at the .05 level for six of eight data sets. For the stream benthos and bird counts data sets, however, the test failed to operate at the .05 level when alpha equaled .01. The stream benthos and bird counts data sets did not possess the highest mean coefficient of variation (Table 1) ; hence, test failure cannot be attributed to this factor, although their samples/ species ratios were the two lowest present. The invertebrate data set did exhibit a high level of complexity, however, and the PCA of field data extracted 1 1 components, the most of any data set (Table 2) .
When used to test eigenvalues of the covariance matrices of random data sets, Bartlett's test performed at the .05 level in none of eight cases (Table 3) . When alpha was decreased to .01 the test operated at the .05 level for six of eight data sets. Again, the two failures were the stream benthos and bird count data sets. The slightly better performance of the tests based on the correlation matrix probably can be attributed to its less restrictive null hypothesis.
Tests on the eigenvalues of the correlation matrix demonstrated that an increase in replication (number of samples) improved the performance of the eigenvalue tests regardless of m (number of species, Table  4 ). Provided that the number of samples (n) was at least m x 3, the eigenvalue tests generally operated at the .05 level when alpha equaled .05. We also observed this behavior for one of five species abundances when replication equaled m x 2 (Table 4) The performance of Bartlett's test, with respect to varying m and n, on eigenvalues of the covariance matrix was slightly poorer in comparison to results for the correlation matrix (Table 4 ). Performance at the .05 level was obtained for three of five data sets at n = (m x 3) and none of five data sets at n = (m x 2).
It appears that the eigenvalue tests based on either the covariance or correlation matrix have better performance with increased samples/species ratios. However, there also appears to be slightly decreased performance with an increase in the number of species even when the samples/species ratio is constant.
Increasing the level of replication also improved the behavior of the eigenvalue tests for all variance classes examined for tests based on both the correlation and covariance matrices (Tables 5 and 6 ). With replication levels of n = (m x 2), the test based on the correlation matrix performed at the .05 level for three of the four variance classes (Table 5 ). This result obtained even with a coefficient of variation of 3.16. When replication equaled m + 1, however, the eigenvalue tests failed to operate at the .05 level, regardless of the coefficient of variation (Table 5 ). However, when replication equaled m x 3, the test based on the correlation matrix performed at the .05 level for all four variance classes (Table 5 ). Slightly poorer results were obtained for tests based on the covariance matrix (Table 6 ).
DISCUSSION
Given that the assumption of multivariate normality is met, eigenvalue tests can be used to distinguish between eigenvalues from field-collected and random data sets when the correlation matrix is used for PCA. In 12 and 75% of the cases tested at the .05 and .01 level, respectively, the eigenvalue test performed at the .05 level. The use of the .01 level is necessary, however, to ensure a valid interpretation of the data. Despite this recommendation, it should be noted that the eigenvalue test failed to function at the .05 level for the data sets with the lowest samples/species ratio (i.e., bird counts and stream benthos) even when alpha equaled .01. This may be due to the relatively poor performance of eigenvalue tests when m increases and replication is low. A cautious interpretation should be used, however, when these conditions are encountered using field data. The performance of Bartlett's test on eigenvalues of the covariance matrix was similar to that of eigenvalue tests based on the correlation matrix. Hence, the same guidelines should be followed when this solution is used.
An important assumption of this analysis is that field data sets contain a statistically detectable, and ecologically significant, structure. In fact, there is no independent way of testing this assumption, although the interpretability of the patterns observed can be used as an indirect test. Two PCA's of field data sets failed to extract any significant components (larval fishes and mammals), indicating a lack of significant intercorrelations among species abundances. Note, however, that random data sets based on the mammal and larval fish data did produce PCA's with significant components (Tables 2 and 3 ). Consequently, although the power of Bartlett's test remains unknown, its performance with respect to Type I error rate is satisfactory when used with the constraints suggested herein.
If the species have equal variability, the use of eigenvalue tests with assemblage structure data will be most effective if an investigator uses a covariance matrix solution combined with adequate replication and a test alpha of .01. Given the more common result of unequal variability, however, use of the correlation matrix solution with the above constraints is required. An investigator can be assured that the test will perform well if the number of samples (observations) is at least three times the number of species (variables). Adequate replication in the data sets became more important as m increased. Williams and Titus (1988) obtained a similar result with respect to the performance of discriminant analysis on ecological data. The variance structure of the data set affected the behavior of eigenvalue tests, independent of replication effects, only at the lowest level of replication (m + 1).
It is our hope that these results will promote the use of Bartlett's and other eigenvalue tests to identify meaningful ecological patterns in PCA's of assemblage structure data sets. Future efforts in our laboratory are directed toward evaluating the performance of these tests on PCA's of resource use data.
